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ABSTRACT. In this paper we investigate the existence of mild solutions on 
infinite intervals to initial value problems for neutral functional differential and 
integrodifferential inclusions in Banach spaces with nonlocal conditions. We shall 
rely on a fixed point theorem due to Ma, which is an extension of Schaefer's 
theorem on locally convex topological spaces. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we prove the existence of mild solutions, defined on a semi-
infinite interval, for neutral functional differential and integrodifferential inclu-
sions with nonlocal conditions. In Section 3, we study the neutral functional 
differential inclusion of the form 
•^[y(t)-f(t,yt)]eAy(t)+F(t,yt), a.e. t e J : = [ 0 , o o ) , (1.1) 
y(t) + (£(ytl, • . . , ytp))(t) = <t>(t), t € [-r, 0], (1.2) 
where A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup of 
bounded linear operators T(t) in E, F: J x C(J0,E) -> 2
E ( J 0 := [-r ,0]) 
is a bounded, closed, convex valued multivalued map, f: J x C(J0,E) —>• E, 
( i e C(J0,E), 0 < tx < ••• < tp < oo, p G N , f: [C(J0,E)]
P -> C(J0,E), and 
E, a real Banach space with the norm | • |. 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : Pr imary 34A60, 34G20, 34K40, 34K99. 
K e y w o r d s : neutral functional differential and integrodifferential inclusion, mild solution, 
evolution, nonlocal conditions, fixed point. 
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For any continuous function y defined on the interval [—r, oo), and for any 
t E J, we denote by yt the element of C(J0,E) defined by 
yt(6)=y(t + 6), 9eJ0. 
Here, yt(-) represents the history of the state from time t — r up to the present 
time t. 
Section 4 is devoted to the study of the existence of mild solutions for a 
neutral functional integrodifferential inclusion of the form 
t 
i n 
- n [y(t) - / (*, yt)] e Ay(t) + / K(t, s)F(s, ys) ds , t € J = [0, oo), 
dt I (1-3) 
y(t) + (£(y t l , . . .,ytp)){t) = 4>{t), * 6 [ - r , 0 ] , (1.4) 
where A, F, / , g, (j) are as in problem (1.1)-(1.2) and K: D -» R, Z) = 
{ ( M ) G J x J : £ > s } . 
Equations of the types (1 .1)-(1 .2) or (1.3)-(1.4) arise in many areas of 
applied mathematics and such equations have received much attention in recent 
years. We refer to the books of E r b e , K o n g and Z h a n g [14], H a l e [15] 
and H e n d e r s o n [16], and the references cited therein. 
Motivated by the recent papers of H e r n a n d e z and H e n r i q u e z [17], 
[18] and B y s z e w s k i and A k c a [9], the authors in [7] have studied exist-
ence results on compact intervals for neutral functional differential inclusions 
with nonlocal conditions. Here, we extend these results to infinite intervals. The 
method we are going to use is to reduce the existence of solutions to problems 
(1.1)-(1.2) and (1.3) -(1.4) to the search for fixed points of a suitable multi-
valued map on the Frechet space C([—r, 00), E). In order to prove the existence 
of fixed points, we shall rely on a fixed point theorem due to M a [22], which is an 
extension of S c h a e f e r ' s theorem ([30]) to locally convex topological spaces. 
For recent results on nonlocal IVP we refer to the papers of B a l a c h a n -
d r a n and C h a n d r a s e k a r a n [1], B y s z e w s k i [8], [9], D a u e r and 
B a l a c h a n d r a n [11], L i n and L i u [21], N t o u y a s [24], N t o u y a s and 
T s a m a t o s [25]-[27] and B e n c h o h r a and N t o u y a s [2]-[6]. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section, we introduce notations, definitions, and preliminary facts from 
multivalued analysis which are used throughout this paper. 
Jm is the compact real interval [0,m] (m G N). 
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C(J,E) is the linear metric Frechet space of continuous functions from J 
into E with the metric (see D u g u n d j i and G r a n a s [13]) 
oo 2-m 1 
d(y,z)=Yl i . | , j w foreach y,zeC(J,E), 
where 
|Mlm:=sup{|i/(t)|: teJj. 
A measurable function y: J -> E is Bochner integrable if and only if 
|y| is Lebesgue integrable. For properties of the Bochner integral we refer to 
Y o s i d a [31]. 
Ll(J,E) denotes the linear space of equivalence classes of measurable func-
00 
tions y: J -> E such that f \y(s)\ ds < 00. 
0 
U denotes the neighbourhood of 0 in C(J, E) defined by 
Up := {y G C(J,E) : \\y\\m < p for each m G N} . 
The convergence in C(J, E) is the uniform convergence on compact intervals, 
i.e. y. -> y in C(J,E) if and only if for each m G N, Wyj-y^ -> 0 in C(Jm,E) 
as j —r 00. 
A/ C C(J, F?) is a bounded set if and only if there exists a positive function 
<p G C(J, K) such that 
|y(*)| <¥>(*) for all £G J, HGM. 
A set M C C(J, 25) is compact if and only if for each m G N, A/ is a compact 
set in the Banach space (C(Jm,E), || • | | m ) . 
Let (Ar, | - | ) be a Banach space. A multivalued map G: X —> 2A is convex 
(closed) valued if G(x) is convex (closed) for all x £ X. 
G is bounded on bounded sets if G(B) — (J G(x) is bounded in X for any 
i G 5 
bounded set B of X (i.e. sup{sup{|?/| : y G G(x)}} < 00). 
iGB 
G is called upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) on X if for each x^ G A", the 
set G(xik) is a nonempty, closed subset of X, and if for each open set B of 
A" containing G(x^), there exists an open neighbourhood V of x^ such that 
G(r) CB. 
G is said to be completely continuous if G(F>) is relatively compact for every 
bounded subset B C X. 
If the multivalued map G is completely continuous with nonempty compact 
values, then G is u.s.c. if and only if G has a closed graph (i.e. xn —» x^, 
y„ ~> y*, yn
 e G(xn) [mPly y* e G(x*))-
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G has a fixed point if there is x G X such that x G G(x). 
In the following, BCC(X) denotes the set of all nonempty bounded, closed 
and convex subsets of A". 
A multivalued map G: J —> BCC(E) is said to be measurable if for each 
x G E, the function Y: J -> R defined by 
Y(t) =d(x,G(t)) =mf{\x-z\ : z e G(t)} 
belongs to Ll(J, K). For more details on multivalued maps, see the books of 
D e i m l i n g [12] and H u and P a p a g e o r g i o u [19]. 
Our existence results will be proved using the following fixed point result. 
LEMMA 2 .1 . ([22]) Let X be a locally convex space and N: X —r 2A be a 
compact convex valued, u.s.c. multivalued map such that for every closed neigh-
bourhood V of 0. N(V ) is a relatively compact set for each p G N. If the 
set 
Q := {y G X : Xy G Ny for some A > 1} 
is bounded, then N has a fixed point. 
3. Existence results for neutral 
functional differential inclusions 
In order to define the concept of mild solution for (1.1)-(1.2), by analogy 
with the abstract Cauchy problem 
y'(t) = Ay(t) + h{t), 2/(0) = a, 
whose properties are well known ([29]), we associate (1.1)-(1.2) to the integral 
equation 
p(O = ^ [ 0 ( o ) - ( ^ 
} r (3-i) 
+ J AT(t - s)f(s, ys) ds + J T(t - s)g(s) ds , teJ, 
0 0 
where 
g G SFy = {ge L\J,E) : g(t) G F(t,yt) for a.e. t G J) . 
DEFINITION 3 .1 . A function y: (—r, oo) -» E is called a mild solution of the 
Cauchy problem (1.1) (1.2) if y(t) + (£(y t l , . . .,yip))(t) = 0(*), * G [ - r ,0 ] , the 
restriction of y(-) to the interval [0, oo) is continuous and for each t > 0 the 
function AT(t — s)f(s,ys), s G [0, £), is integrable and the integral equation 
(3.1) is satisfied. 
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Assume that: 
(HI) A is the infinitesimal generator of a compact semigroup of bounded 
linear operators T(t) in E such that 
|T(*)| < Mx for some Mx>\ and \AT(t)\ < M2 , M2 > 0, teJ] 
(H2) there exists constants 0 < c1 < 1 and c2 > 0 such that 
\f(t,u)\<c1\\u\\ + c2l teJ, ueC(J0,E); 
(H3) £ is completely continuous and there exists a constant Q such that: 
| | ( f (^ . - -- iWi p))(*) | |<0 for < lGC([-r ,oo),F); 
(H4) F : JxC(J0,E) -> BCC(E); (£, -u) «-» F(£, w) is measurable with respect 
to £ for each u G C(J 0 ,F ) , u.s.c with respect to ^ for each t G J , and 
for each fixed u £ C(J0,E) the set 
5 F w = {# G LV-.E) : fl(t) G F(t,u) for a.e. t G J } 
is nonempty; 
(H5) ||F(t,ti)|| := sup{M : v G F(t,u)} < p(t)ip(\\u\\) for almost all * G J 
and all u G C(J 0 ,F ) , where p G L^J,]^) and ^ : R+ -> (0, oo) is 







C _ - = •{[Ař^l + cJWfW + Q + c2] + c2 + M2c2m} ; 
(H6) the function / is completely continuous, and for any bounded set B C 
C([-r, oo),F) the set {t —> f(t,yt) : y G 5 } is equicontinuous in 
C ( J , F ) . 
Remark 3.2. 
(i) If dimF < oo, then for each u G C(J0,E), SFu^$ (see L a s o t a and 
O p i a l [20]). 
(ii) SF u is nonempty if and only if the function Y: J —> R denned by 
Y(t) :=inf{|t; | : v e F(t,u)} 
belongs to Ll(J,K) (see P a p a g e o r g i o u [28]). 
The following lemma is crucial in the proof of our existence results. 
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LEMMA 3.3. ([20]) Let I be a compact real interval and X be a Banach space. 
Let F be a multivalued map satisfying (H4) and let Y be a linear continuous 
mapping from Ll(I,X) to C(I,X). Then the operator 
ToSF: C(I,X) -> BCC(C(I,X)), y H-> ( r o SF)(y) := T(SRy) 
is a closed graph operator in C(I, X) x C(I, A^). 
Now, we are in a position to state and prove our main theorem for this section. 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume that hypotheses (H1)-(H6) hold. Then IVP 
(1.1) — (1.2) has at least one mild solution on [—r, oo). 
P r o o f . Let C := C([-r, oo), E) be the Frechet space of continuous func-
tions from [—r, oo) into E endowed with the seminorms 
IMIr,m := sup{|H(£)|: te[-r,m]} for y G C . 
Transform the problem into a fixed point problem. Consider the multivalued 
map N: C -» 2C defined by: 
N(y) := {heC : h(t) = { 
( </>(<)-«(i / . - . . - . ,2/ tp))M if teJ0 } 
T(t)[<P(0)-(S(ytl,...,ytp))(0)-f(0,cp)} + f(t,yt) 
+ fAT(t-s)f(s,ys) ds + fT(t-s)g(s) ds 
о 0 
where 
9 € FFy ={ge L
l(J,E) : g(t) € F{t,yt) for a.e. t e J} . 
R e m a r k 3.5. It is clear that the fixed points of N are mild solutions to 
(1.1)-(1.2). 
We will show that N has a fixed point. We first shall show that N(V ) is 
relatively compact for each neighbourhood Vq of 0 G C([—r, oo),E) with q G N 
and the multivalued map N has bounded, closed and convex values and it is 
u.s.c. The proof will be given in several steps. 
Step 1: N(y) is convex for each y G C. 
This step is obvious. However, for completness, we give the proof. If h1, h2 
belong to N(y), then there exist gvg2 G SFy such that for each t G J we have 
/i,(0 = r t o [ * ( o ) - ^ 
t t 
+ J AT(t - s)f(s, ys) ds + j T(t - s)9l(s) ds , 
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Let 0 < k < 1. Then for each t G J we have 
(khx + (l-k)h2)(t) t 
= T(t) [0(0) - (Z(ytl,..., »tp)) (0) - /(0, 0)] + /(t, HJ + |-4T(f - *)/(*, HJ ds 
t o 
+ JT(t-s)[kgi(s) + (l-k)g2(s)] ds. 
o 
Since SF is convex (because F has convex values), we have 
khx + (1 - k)/i2 G N(y) 
completing the proof of Step 1. 
We will next prove that N is a completely continuous operator. Using (H3) 
and (H6) it suffices to show that the operator Nx: C -» 2
C defined by: 
N,(y):={heC: h(t) = }'AT(t - s)f(s,ya) ds + }T(t - s)g(s) ds if tej) , 
I o o J 
where g G FF , is completely continuous. 
Stop 2: jY1 maps bounded sets into bounded sets in C. 
Indeed, it is enough to show that there exists a positive constant £ such that for 
each h G N^y), y G Bq = {y G C : ||H||m < q) one has \\h\\rm < I. 




By (HI), (H2), (H4) and (H5) we have for each t G Jm 
t t 
\h(t)\ < J \AT(t - s)f(s, ys)\ ds + J \\T(t - s)g(s)\\ ds 
0 0 
< A^m^q + c2) + Mx sup ip(y) I / p(s) ds 
ye[o,g] \JQ J 
<M2m(clq + c2) + Ml sup rf)(y)[ [p(s) ds ) =: ^ . 
ve[o,<7] V ^ / 




J AT(t - 5 ) / (s , у j ås + J T(t - s)g(s) ds . 
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Step 3: For each gGN, NX(V) is equicontinuous for V , a neighbourhood of 0 
in C. 
Let T1,T2 G J m , 0 < TX < T2 and V be a neighbourhood of 0 in C for q G N. 
For each y £ Vq and /i G Nx(y), there exists # G 5 F such that 







y [,4T(r2 - .s) - ^ ( r , - s)]f(s,yě) ds | + | y _4T(r2 - *)/(*, y.) d 
0 Ti 
+ y [T(r2 - 5) - T(TX - s)]g(s) ds + j j T(T2 - s)g(s) ds 
0 Ti 
T l T 2 
< J\A[T(T2 -S)- T(T, - s)]\(clQ + c2) ds + y |_4T(r2 - s)\(Clq + c2) ds 
0 T! 
7"1 T 2 
+ | \T(T2 - s) - T(r. - s)|||í7(*)|| d. + | |T(ť2 - s)\\\g(s)\\ ds . 
As r2 -r TX , the right-hand side of the above inequality tends to zero. 
As a consequence of Step 2, Step 3, (H3) and (H6), together with the fact 
that T(t) is compact and the definition of the metric of the Frechet space C, 
we can conclude that Nx{\
r
q) is relatively compact in C. 
Step 4: N has a closed graph. 
Let yn -> y^, hn G N(yn), and hn -> h+. We shall prove that h^ G N(yJ. 
hn G N(yn) means that there exists gn G SF such that 
hn(t)=T(t)[ci)(0)-(^((yn)ti,...,(yn)tp))(0)-f(0,4>)}+f(t,ynt) 
t t 
+ J AT(t - s)f(t, yns) ds + J T(t - s)gn(s) ds , teJ. 
0 0 
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We have to prove that there exists g^ G SF such that 
hm(t) = T(t)[<p(0) - (£ ( (y j t l , • • •, (yj t p))(0) - f(0,<t>)] + f(t,yj 
i t 
+ f AT(t - s)f(t, yj ds+ f T(t - s)g,(s) ds, teJ. 
o o 
(3.2) 
The idea is then to use the facts that 
(ii) hn - T(t)[4>(0) - (?( (y n ) t l , . . . , (y„)tp))(0) - f(0,<f>)] 
-/(*.»„t) -jAT(t - s)f(s,yns) ds € r(5F > 1 /J , 
0 
t 
where T: Ll(J,E) -+ C(J,E) is defined by (Tg)(t) := jT(t-s)g(s) ds. 
o 
If T o SF is a closed graph operator, we would be done. But, we do not know 
whether T o SF is a closed graph operator. So, we cut the functions yn, hn — 
T(t)[cl>(0)(^((yn)ti,...,(yn) ))(0)-f(0,cP)]-f(t,ynt)-fAT(t-S)f(s,yns)ds, 
0 
gn and we consider them defined on the interval [fc, fc 4-1] for any fc G N U {0}. 
Then, using Lemma 3.3, in this case we arc able to show that (3.2) is true on 
the compact interval [fc, fc + 1], i.e. 
K(t)\[k.k + l] = T(t)[HO)-myJtl,...AyJj){0)-f(o,<P)]-f(t,yJ 
t t 
- J AT(t - a)f{8, yj ds + J T(t - s)gk;(s) ds 
0 0 
for a suitable ^-selection gk of F(t,y^(t)) on the interval [fc, fc -f- 1]. 
At this point, we can past the functions #£ obtaining the selection g^ defined 
by 
9*(t) = 9k:(t) for te[fc,fc + l ) . 
We obtain then that gt is a L
1 -selection and (3.2) is satisfied. 
We give now the details. 
Since / is continuous, we have 
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-f(t,yj- J AT(t-s)f(t,yJds) 
0 
as n —> oo. 




g*->T(g)(t) = J T(t-s)g(s) ds. 
o 
From Lemma 3.3, it follows that T o SF is a closed graph operator. 
Moreover, we have that 




Since yn -> y+, it follows from Lemma 3.3 that 
K(t) - T(t)[0(0) - (t((ym)tl,..., (y\))(0) - f(0, </>)] - f(t, ymt) 
t 
Ч T(t - s)gm(s) ds 
-JAT(t-s)f(t,yma)ds 
0 
for some a+ G SF . 
Therefore, N(V ) is relatively compact for each neighbourhood V of 0 G 
C([—r, oo),P?) with a; £ N and the multivalued map V has bounded, closed 
c nd convex values and it is u.s.c. In order to prove that TV has a fixed point, we 
need one more step. 
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Step 5\ The set Q := {y 6 C : Xy e N(y) for some A > 1} is bounded. 
Let yen. Then Xy € iV(y) for some A > 1. Thus there exists g e SF such 
that 
+A"1 J AT(t - *)/(*, HJ ds + A"1 /" T(* - s)g(s) da, i e J . 
o o 
This implies by (HI), (H2), (H4) and (H5) that for each t e Jm we have 
Hv(OIL < M i [IÎ H + 0 + cill^H + C2] + cjlyjl + c2 
t t 
+ M2 J^Wy.W + c2) ds + M, Jp(s)^(\\ys\\) ds . 
0 0 
We consider the function \i defined by 
[i(t) = sup{\y(s)\ : -r<s<t}, 0<t<m. 
Let t* e [-r, t] be such that ji(t) = \y{t*)\. If £* G J m , by the previous inequality 
we have for t e Jm 
MO < Mx [II0H + Q + cx II0H + c2] + clfi(t) + c2 
+ M2 J(cM*) + c2) ds + Mx f P(S)1>(IA(S)) ds 
0 0 
< M1 [\\<f>\\ + Q + cx \\<j>\\ + c2] + Cl/i(t) + c2 ь 2 
+ л f 2 c i / M 5) dз + M2c2m + M^ / p(s)ф(џ(s)) ds . 
Thus 
I f . 
+ c2 + M2c2m MO<~-^-{AIi[(l + c1)||0|| + Q + c2] 
+M2c,f M( 5) ds + Mi f p(s)i>(n(s)) ds} , i € Jm . 
0 0 
If t* e J0, then /.(t) < II0H + Q and the previous inequality holds since Mx > 1. 
Let us take the right-hand side of the above inequality as v(t). Then we have 
c = v(0) = YZ^{Mi [(- + ci)IMI + <5 + c2] + c2 + M2c2m } , 
/-(*) < «(*), ^€ Jm , 
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and 
v'(t) = - J_M 2 C l / . ( t ) + —-— MlP(t)V(A*(t)) , t - J -
X C-i i C-i 
Using the nondecreasing character of tp we get 
v'(t) < _-i_M2c1t;(t) + -L-MtfiWWt)) 
J. C-i J. C-i 
<m(t)[w(t) + ^(t;(t))h t € J m , 
where 
m(t) = m a x { T ^ M 2 c 1 , i ^ M ^ t ) } . 
This implies that for each t G J m 
v(0 t m 
/ ^-r— < / mis) ds< mis) ds < oo . 
y u+i/>(u) -j w - y 
v(0) 0 0 
Now, the hypotheses on ip imply (see [10]) that 
oo 
du 
= oo, У u + гþ(u) 
17(0) 
thus there exists a constant Lm such that v(t) < Lm, t G J m , and hence 
/i(t) <Lm,teJm. Since for every t E J m , ||i/ t | | < »(t), we have 
H»llr,m '•= sup{|»(t)| : -r<t<m}<Lm, 
where L depends on m and on the functions p and ^ • T h i s shows that M is 
m 
bounded. 
Set X := C . As a consequence of Lemma 2.1 we deduce that TV has a fixed 
point which is a solution of (1.1)-(1.2). 
4. Existence results for neutral 
functional integrodifferential inclusions 
In this section we consider the solvability of IVP (1.3)- (1.4). 
Let us list the following hypotheses: 
(H7) for each t e J m , K(t, s) is measurable on [0, t] and 
K(t) = ess sup{|K(t, s) | : 0 < s < t} 
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is bounded on J ; 
(H8) the map t i-» Kt is continuous from J to L°° ( J m ,E ) ; here Kt(s) = 
K(t,s); 
(H9) ||F(t,Tz)|| := sup{M : v G F ( t , u ) } < p(t)ip(\\u\\) for almost a l l * € J 
and all u G C ( J 0 , F ) , where p G L
1 ( J , R + ) and ^ : R+ -> (0, oo) is 





V(т) = co, 
= T 3 - r { M i [(1 + cJIMI + <5 + c2] + c2 + M 2 c 2 m} . 
Wc define a mild solution for problem (1.3)-(1.4) by the integral equation 
y(t) =T(t)[0(0) -(Z(ytl,...,ytp))(0)-f(0,4>)]+f(t,yt) 
t t s 
+ f AT(t - s)f(s, ys) ds+ [ T(t - s) f K(a, u)g(u) duds, teJ, 
{ i I (4.i) 
where 
g G SFy = {ge L\J,E) : g(t) G F(t,yt) for a.e. t G J } . 
DEFINITION 4 .1 . A function y: (—r, oo) -+ E is called a mild solution of the 
Cauchy problem (1.3) - (1.4) if y(t) + ( £ (y t i , . . . , ytp)) (t) = </>(t), t G [-r, 0], the 
restriction of y(-) to the interval [0, oo) is continuous and for each t > 0 the 
function AT(t — s)f(s,ys), s G [(M), is integrable and the integral equation 
(4.1) is satisfied. 
Now, we are able to state and prove our main theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that hypotheses (H1)-(H4), (H6)-(H9) are satisfied. 
Then IVP (1.3)-(1.4) has at least one mild solution on [—r, oo). 
P r o o f . Let C := C([—r, oo), E) be the Frechet space of continuous func-
tions from [—r, oo) into E endowed with the seminorms 
IMIr.m :=sup{|2/(t) | : te[-r,m]} for yeC. 
Transform the problem into a fixed point problem. Consider the multivalued 
map, N: C -> 2 C defined by: 
<P(t)-(Z(ytl,..;ytp))(t) if t G J0 , ] 
N(y) := <heC: h(t) = { T«)[ø(o)-(4(yřl,...,шP))(o)-/(o,ø)] 
+ f(t,Уt) + f AT(t-s)f(s,yя) ás [ţ t e j 
+ fT(t-s)fҜ(s,u)g(u) du ds 
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where g G SFy. 
Remark 4.3. It is clear that the fixed points of N are solutions to (1.3) (1.4). 
As in Theorem 3.4, we can show (with obvious modifications) that N is a 
completely continuous multivalued map, u.s.c. with convex closed values, and 
therefore a condensing map. 
Here we repeat only the proof that the set 
Q := {y e C : Xy e N(y) for some A > 1} 
is bounded. 
Let y e ft. Then Xy e N(y) for some A > 1 . Thus there exists g e SFy 
such that 
y(t) = X-'nt)[<f>(0) - (avu,.-.,ytp))(0) - /(0,0)] + A-
1 f{t,yt) 
t t S 
+ A"1 f AT(t - s)/(s, ys) ds + A"
1 / T(t - s) f K(s, u)g(u) du ds , 
o b o t e J. 
This implies by (HI), (H2), (H4), (H7)-(H9) that for each t e Jm we have 
\\y(t)\\m<M^W + Q + cM\+c2]+cl\\yt\\ + c2 
t t s 
+ M2 (c1\\ya\\ + c2)ds + M1\ / K(s,u)g(u)duds 
0 0 0 
< Mx [11011 + Q + cx\\4>\\ + c2] + c, ||yt|| + c2 
t t S 
+ M2J(cl\\ys\\ + c2) ds + Mx J J \K(s, u)\p(u)^{\\yu\\) du ds 
0 0 0 
< Mx [H0II + Q + cJMI + c2] + C l | |y t | | + c2 
t t 
+ M2 [(c1\\ys\\ + c2)ds + MlmsnpK(t) p(s)^(\\ys\) ds . 
J teJm J 
o o 
We consider the function Lt defined by 
/i(t) = sup{|y(5)| : - r < 5 < 7 ^ } , 0 < ^ < m . 
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Let t* G [—r, t] be such that fi(t) = \y(t*)\. If £* G J m , by the previous inequality 
we have for t G Jm 
li(t) < Mx [H0II + Q + cx \\<t>\\ + c2] + clti(t) + c2 
t* t* 
+ M2cx I fi(s) ds + M2c2m + Mxm sup K(t) / p(s)^(/i(s)) ds 
J teJm J 
o o 
< Mx [\\<l>\\ + Q + C l | | 0 | | + c2] + clfji(t) + c2 
t t 
+ M2cx I n(s) ds + M2c2m + Mxm sup K(t) / p(s)ip(n(s)) ds . 
J teJm J 
o o 
Thus 
li(t) < YZ~r{Mi K1 + ci)I^H + Q + C2\+C2 + M2c2m 
t t 
+ M2cx I ii(s) ds + Mxb sup K(t) / p(s)rp(fj,(s)) ds} , t G Jm • 
0 o 
If /* G J 0 , then /i(£) < \\(j>\\ + Q and the previous inequality holds since Mx > 1. 
Let us take the right-hand side of the above inequality as v(t). Then we have 
c - u(0) - — — | M I [ ( 1 + C 1 ) | | 0 | | + Q + C2] +c2 + M2c2m}, 
fi(t) < v(t), teJm, 
and 
v'(t) = - J — M - c ^ t ) + —?—M x 6 sup K(t)p(tW(fi(t)) , t G J m . 
1 ~ c i l- - c i teIm 
Using the nondecreasing character of ij) we get 
i/(t) < M2cxv(t) + Mxm sup K(t)p(t)ip(v(t)) 
1 "" C l 1 ~ C l *<EJm 
< m ( * ) [ i ; ( t ) + ^ * ) ) ] i * e J m , 
where 
m(£) = max < - r — - — M ^ , — ^ — M j r a sup K(t) > . 
I L ~ c i x ~ c i teJm J 
Now. the hypotheses on ip imply (see [10]) that 
oo 
d^l I u + гþ(u) 
i'(0) 
— oo . 
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thus there exists a constant Lm such that v(t) < Lm, t G Jm, and hence 
MO < Lm, te Jm. Since for every teJml \\yt\\ < fi{t), we have 
H»llrfm
 : = sup{|i/(t)l : -r < t < m} < Lm , 
where Lm depends on m and on the functions p and ip. This shows that Q is 
bounded. 
Set X := C. As a consequence of Lemma 2,1 we deduce that N has a fixed 
point, which is a solution of (1.3) - (1.4). • 
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